WHEELS
Like the Giant Antaeus, who preceded Mithras by a
hundred thousand years, our civilization needs contact with
the earth for its renewal if it is to be renewed. This has been
said so often that no one believes it much. . . . But that
we shall either return or be returned to the earth is for all
us nations inevitable. Our civilization cannot escape the
lot of all the proud civilizations that have preceded us. It is
for us to decide whether our return shall be merely an
Antaean retouching of the earth to regain strength or
whether it shall be cataclysmic—a be-panicked sauve quipeut
after world-disaster.
In either case it shall be the hut nestling beside the manor
that shall be the last to go and the first to return. If we have
already chosen the better portion we shall long have had our
huts. Returned to our bean-rows we shall begin once more
building up our proud civilizations. Our predecessors did
that after the Fall of Rome: that is why we are here.
The marvellous human brain has discovered how we may
fly in the face of God and from the empyrean destroy our
fellows by the million. But, fagged out, that brain has
flinched before the task of finding out how a machine that
can do the work of ten thousand men under the inspection
of one man alone can be got to find employment for the
nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine that it has
dispossessed. Still less has that poor tired thing been able to
devise how to prevent us or our neighbours from razing off
the earth all our cities with their populations. So that the
tired brain of the architect of to-day has still more to tire
itself over devising cellars—into which populations skilled
in the use of gas masks—and of nothing else—may at any
moment retire!
When they re-emerge there will be nothing for them but
to set unskilfully to scratching a subsistence from a soil of
rubble from the fallen buildings. But if they have a little
kitchen-garden skill and the earth round their cities is in
good shape for intensive culture they will have a chance of
survival. They can have no other. ... Or the ruin of our
empires will come from civil strife. The end will be the same-
It would be better to achieve that end without the orgies

